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Viking Education Assessment Results

and Tutoring Plan

Based on the student’s responses: Joe K., 7th Grade, May 8

1. Math Skills:

● The student completed basic arithmetic problems correctly.

● For the word problem provided, the answer was correct.

● The advanced problem was also correctly solved.

● These responses suggest a good understanding of basic arithmetic and

problem-solving skills.

2. Reading Comprehension:

● The student correctly identified what Maria found in the garden (flowers).

● The layout description of the garden and what Maria decided to do there is accurate

but could benefit from more detail.

● The main idea of the passage was not provided, and the two characters named were

incomplete, suggesting a need for improvement in comprehension and extracting

information from text.

3. Vocabulary:

● The vocabulary matching exercise showed some understanding, but there were

errors, indicating a need for improvement in vocabulary skills.

4. Writing Skills:
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● The sentence using the word "adventure" was grammatically correct, albeit simple.

● The short essay shows the student can write coherently about a topic, but the

response could benefit from more complex sentences and structure.

5. Overall Assessment and Tutoring Needs:

● Math skills appear to be a strength, with proficiency in basic operations and

problem-solving.

● Reading comprehension shows some understanding but lacks depth in answers and

extraction of key points. Further tutoring could focus on techniques for identifying

the main idea, details, and summarizing text.

● Vocabulary and writing skills show the student can communicate ideas but would

benefit from expansion of vocabulary and more complex sentence structures.

Tutoring could include exercises to enrich vocabulary and practice writing with varied

sentence lengths and syntax for clarity and engagement.

In conclusion, while Joe K. demonstrates a good grasp of basic math, his skills in

reading comprehension, vocabulary, and writing could be enhanced with tutoring.

A tailored tutoring plan that emphasizes reading strategies and writing

development, alongside vocabulary enrichment, would be beneficial. Regular

reading assignments with follow-up discussions, vocabulary exercises, and writing

prompts could be effective parts of this student's tutoring program.
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Here’s an 8-week tutoring plan designed to address the areas identified for

improvement:

Week 1-2: Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Building

● Sessions: 2 per week

● Focus: Introduction to reading strategies like skimming, scanning, and looking for

context clues.

● Activities:

● Reading assignments with guided questions.

● Vocabulary flashcards and matching exercises.

● Discussion sessions to talk through the reading material and vocabulary.

Week 3-4: Advanced Reading Comprehension and

Vocabulary Contextualization

● Sessions: 2 per week

● Focus: Understanding themes, main ideas, and inferring meanings.

● Activities:

● Reading more complex texts and identifying themes.

● Writing summaries of each reading passage.

● Using new vocabulary in sentences and short paragraphs.
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Week 5-6: Writing Structure and Content

● Sessions: 2 per week

● Focus: Structuring sentences, paragraphs, and essays.

● Activities:

● Exercises on sentence variety and paragraph building.

● Peer review of writing assignments.

● Practice writing essays with clear introductions, body paragraphs, and

conclusions.

Week 7-8: Integrated Skills and Review

● Sessions: 2 per week

● Focus: Integrating reading, writing, and vocabulary skills.

● Activities:

● Reading comprehension exercises with an emphasis on critical thinking and

analysis.

● Timed essay writing to simulate test conditions.

● Review sessions to consolidate knowledge and address any remaining

difficulties.

Continuous Activities Throughout the 8 Weeks:
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● Daily Reading: Encourage 20 minutes of independent reading at home, with a

weekly log to be discussed during sessions.

● Vocabulary Journal: Maintain a journal where the student writes down new words,

their meanings, and uses them in a sentence.

● Weekly Assessments: Quick quizzes to monitor progress in vocabulary and

comprehension.

● Homework Assignments: Assignments that reinforce the week’s lessons.

At the end of the 8-week period, the student should be reassessed to determine

progress and further areas for development. The tutoring plan is designed to be

flexible, allowing for adjustments based on the student’s progress and feedback.
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